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SealedwithaKilt

■ Parliament’s recent 550 to 49 vote banning the sale of sealskin
products throughout the European Union may be a death blow to
the Canadian seal hunt, which kills about 300,000 seals every year
by clubbing or shooting, but it also cramped the style of another
industry: kiltmakers. Purveyors of Scotland’s national garb say
that the sporran (a pouch worn on the front as a replacement for
pockets) has been traditionally made from sealskin for more than
100 years, and claim that the ban will “destroy Scottish heritage”
(according to one anonymous industry insider, at least). By
October 2010, it will be illegal in EU countries to sell any sealskin
products—even those that were manufactured before the ban
went into effect. Makers of sporrans are expected to replace
sealskin with alternative materials, such as synthetic pleather, but
complain that these faux fabrics cannot replicate the texture of
marine-mammal hide. news.scotsman.com

ShroomwithaBrew
■ An enterprising pair of students from the Haas School of Business at the University of
California, Berkeley, are taking environmentally sustainable production to new levels with
Back to the Roots Ventures, a socially-responsible company that grows edible mushrooms
from used coffee grounds. With the help of two award-winning mycologists who specialize
in training farmers to use sustainable agriculture methods, seniors Alex Velez and Nikhil
Arora are able to turn coffee waste collected from local cafés into 2,000 pounds of oyster
and shiitake mushrooms per month, which are then sold to local grocery stores. By turning
materials that would otherwise be buried in landfill into a nutritious food source and donating
a portion of its proceeds back into the community, BTTR Ventures’ founders say they hope “to
shift the standard way of doing business, directly impacting our economy and changing the
world.” bttrventures.com

ILikeBike

■ For Josh Hooten—founder of Herbivore Magazine and
Herbivore Clothing Company—there was no better way to
celebrate his 10th anniversary as a vegan than by doing a
good deed for the organization that first inspired his ethical
transformation. So Hooten hopped on his trusty bicycle in his
hometown of Portland, Ore., and rode approximately 600 miles
south to Farm Sanctuary’s rescue center and shelter in Orland,
Calif. This required a full week and a half of hard-core pedaling,
and camping out under the stars most nights. The trip was well
worth his effort—along the way Hooten raised nearly $13,000
for the animals, which was donated to Farm Sanctuary. After
timing his journey to arrive just before the organization’s
annual Country Hoe Down on May 16–17, Hooten emceed the
event for a crowd of enthusiastic celebrants despite being
utterly exhausted. See picturesque photos from Hooten’s ride
at his blog, joshivore.blogspot.com.
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Tuesday,
Wednesday ...
Vegday?

■ This past May, the city of Ghent in Belgium officially proclaimed
Thursday to be Veggiedag (“Veggieday”), making this medieval
metropolis the world’s first to encourage its citizens to eat vegetarian
on a weekly basis. From now on, elected officials and government
employees living in Belgium’s second most populous city are expected
to eat meatless meals every Thursday to set an example for fellow
Ghentians on how to fight obesity and global warming. The project
was a joint effort between the city and Belgian advocacy organization
Ethical Vegetarian Alternative (EVA), which helped launch the first
Veggieday with a celebration that included free food, cooking demos,
and presentations on healthy eating. With more vegetarian restaurants
per capita than London, Paris, or Berlin, Ghent is already way ahead
of the dietary curve, and has printed up approximately 90,000
customized street maps showing residents and visitors where they can
find these enticing eateries. BBC

VanityPlate
Debate

■ Denver vegan and mother of three Kelley Coffman-Lee just
wanted to express her healthy infatuation with soy foods on a
personalized license plate inscribed with the abbreviated phrase
“ILVTOFU,” but the Colorado Department of Motor Vehicles vetoed
the vanity plate. After a spokesman for the Colorado Department
of Revenue justified their rejection of Coffman-Lee’s request by
explaining that some motorists might misconstrue the declaration
as having a sexual or obscene meaning, the American Civil Liberties
Union got involved, questioning the decision’s constitutionality and
filing an open-records application with the state seeking the full
list of censored license plates. Coffman-Lee maintains that anyone
driving behind her would have no doubt about what it is she really
loves, given the number of pro-vegan bumper stickers adorning
the rear end of the family’s Suzuki. “I was just going to have a cool
license plate,” she asserted, “and the DMV misinterpreted my
message.” Denver Post

ElRushbo’sSoftSide

■ Hard as it may be to believe, Rush Limbaugh—the radical right-wing pundit and heckler of liberals
who famously wants President Obama to fail—is actually an animal lover. For years, Limbaugh’s
trans-species affection was mostly confined to his beloved companion cat Punkin, but recently
the de facto “leader of the Republican Party” has recorded two public service announcements for
the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS)—one against illegal dog-fighting and the other
reaching out to people of faith with a message promoting “the moral obligation that we have to be
good stewards of God’s creatures.” As a result, some of the syndicated radio and TV host’s normally
dedicated Dittoheads have criticized Limbaugh for lending his voice to a pro-vegan group that
allegedly wants to outlaw hunting, with a sportsmen’s coalition urging him to stop “helping (HSUS)
to mainstream their image in the minds of reasonable people.” Washington Times
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Presidential
Garden

■ This spring, First Lady Michelle Obama
started an 1,100-square foot White House
kitchen garden with a class of fifth graders
from Bancroft Elementary School to help
fight childhood obesity and diabetes—and
it’s all organic too, which is sure to please
everyone, right? Well, everyone that is except
the Mid-America CropLife Association (MACA),
an organization representing agrichemical
companies like Monsanto, DuPont, and Dow.
In a long letter addressed to “Mrs. Barack
Obama,” MACA representatives urged the
First Lady to start using their constituents’
“crop protection products” (ie, pesticides and
herbicides) because an organic garden does
not “recognize the importance and value of
America’s current agricultural technologies in
feeding our country and contributing to the US
economy.” MACA Executive Director Bonnie
McCarvel was less subtle in an email to the
organization’s members, in which she wrote:
“While a garden is a good idea, the thought
of it being organic made [us] shudder.”
credoaction.com
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MustEatTV
■ At 9pm on Wednesday, May 27, television’s
first cartoon sitcom about a vegan family
premiered on ABC. The Goode Family, cocreated by Mike Judge, the man behind such
animated hits as King of the Hill and Beavis
and Butt-Head, centers on a brood of überenvironmental vegans who do everything they
can to, well, be good by living sustainably
and ethically. However, because Judge aims to
illustrate how “complicated” and “expensive”
this supposedly is, the show is sure to raise
the ire of environmentalists and vegetarians.
For example, parents Gerald and Helen Goode
drive a hybrid vehicle with a bumper sticker
that reads “WWAGD?” (translation: “What
Would Al Gore Do?”), and Che, the family dog,
is a reluctant vegan who often attempts to eat
woodland creatures and neighborhood pets.
While the program does poke fun at vegans, it
also alludes to the reasons why many people
choose not to eat animals. tv.com

Supplemental
Findings

■ New research suggests that popping vitamin C
and E pills before working out may counteract some
of the beneficial effects of exercise for people at risk
for diabetes. Physical exertion produces compounds
in the body called “free radicals” that are believed to
accelerate the aging process, and some experts have
recommended large doses of antioxidants as a way
of neutralizing their ill effects. However, free radicals
also beneficially increase the body’s sensitivity to
insulin (heightened insulin sensitivity can help prevent
diabetes), so taking supplements erases the gains of
exercise for those at risk for the increasingly common
metabolic disorder. Researchers emphasized that the
negative effects of vitamins C and E only occur when they
are taken in pill form, and that those at risk for diabetes
who want to increase their blood-glucose levels through
engaging in regular, aerobic workouts should eat fruits
and vegetables naturally rich in these antioxidants.
National Academy of Sciences

>
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SilkMilkBilk

■ When people purchase foods made from
“natural” or “organic” ingredients, they have
a right to expect these products to live up
to the claims, but a new report shows that
labels can be deceptive. According to Behind
the Bean: The Heroes and Charlatans of the
Natural and Organic Soy Foods Industry, an
in-depth and wide-ranging survey conducted
by the Cornucopia Institute, some companies
are buying their soybeans from countries
where organic standards fall far short of those
required for USDA certification. One of these
companies is WhiteWave, maker of Silk, the
best-selling soymilk in the US. After corporate
colossus Dean Foods acquired White Wave in
2002, it increased profit margins by expanding
distribution to new markets and replacing
American-grown organic soybeans with a
cheaper and less nutritious variety imported
from China. Fortunately, consumers can learn
which companies support truly sustainable
organic agriculture by consulting the
Cornucopia Institute report online.
cornucopia.org

SkeletonKey

■ A recent study provides evidence that
vegans’ bones are just as strong as those of
meat eaters. Researchers measured the bone
density of 210 women between 50 and 85
years old, half of them Buddhist nuns from
monasteries in Vietnam whose order requires
them to follow a vegan diet. Even though the
vegan subjects on average consumed less
than half the calcium eaten by the omnivores
(330 milligrams compared to 682 milligrams),
their osteoporosis rates were equal (about 20
percent for each group). Study leader Dr. Tuan
Nguyen said that “although the vegans studied
do indeed have lower protein and calcium
intakes, their bone density is virtually identical
to that of people who eat a wide variety of
foods, including animal protein.” Factors
aside from calcium intake that influence
osteoporosis rates and were not accounted for
by the study include consumption of caffeine
and nicotine, exercise, and vitamin D levels.
Osteoporosis International
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FreeFood!

■ Though restaurants and supermarkets
offer more meatless options than ever before,
many people still think vegetarian food is
boring because they have never had the
opportunity to sample truly tasty plant-based
treats. But now anyone can help expose the
masses to a new way of eating with the help
of VegFund, a non-profit based in Gainesville,
Fla., that provides activists with vegan food
to give away at a very affordable price—free!
That’s right: no cost and no strings attached
for anyone who wants to be reimbursed for
distributing plant-based food at art exhibits,
concerts, non-profit fundraisers, parades,
health fairs, farmers’ markets, faith-based
festivals, environmental conferences, and
pretty much any other conceivable event.
VegFund also provides signage, recipes,
and money to cover the cost of supplies,
educational materials, and booth fees. Learn
how to make the most of this amazing offer
by visiting the VegFund website. vegfund.org
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Soy Free

Introducing Rice Vegan Slices.
Smooth melt. Great taste. Soy and casein free.
Found in natural foods stores.

$100 off coupon, visit

galaxyfoods.com/vegnews
A Galaxy of Smart Food Choices™
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Quick!

Name the one kitchen appliance that can

turn fresh fruits and vegetables into amazing whole food meals in
minutes — even seconds — without a single attachment. Stumped?
Think Vita-Mix! The new 5200 model can cook, juice, chop, grind, crack,
cream, crush, blend, whip, dice, melt—even make luscious low fat ice cream.
Every process promises impeccable results. Terrific taste. Tantalizing texture.
And then becomes its own dishwasher and cleans itself in seconds. Wow!

COOK - 4 mins

JuiCe - 60 seCs

ChOp - 3 seCs

grind - 1 min

CraCK - 20 seCs

Cream - 30 seCs

Crush - 1 seC

blend - 30 seCs

whip - 5 seCs

diCe - 5 seCs

melt - 4 mins

"freeze" - 30 seCs

GET IT NOW FREE!
Simply visit

www.vitamix.com/vegnews

for our HealtHy living guide with more
information on all 52 amazing food feats!

UP TO

5 FREE
GIFTS

with promo
code!

Call about our 30-day RISK-FREE home trial
and experience all 52 feats first-hand!

We’re

ONLINE!

Promotion code: 04-0266-0021

1-800-VITAMIX
1-800-848-2649

ad_quick_vn0909.indd 1
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SimsCity

■ The launch of The Sims 3 on June 2 not
only provided record-breaking sales for
Electronic Arts Inc., but also a little more fun
for vegetarians. This updated version of the
game allows users to create characters better
reflecting their 3D counterparts—including
having Sims lead a veg lifestyle. “We really
thought [vegetarian] described a lot of people
we know,” said MJ Chun, a producer of
The Sims 3. Veggie Sims become unhappy
and eventually sick when fed meat, in a
similar manner to how characters who love
outdoors become happier when walking
through a park. Characters can collect
seeds and grow fruits and vegetables in
their own or community gardens. Other
new, green options allow Sims to explore
town in a fuel-efficient Prius or pedal a
bicycle for transportation. Personalizing the
characters enriches the game because “it’s
as important to someone who is a vegetarian
as to someone who loves the outdoors as to
someone who is frugal,” said Chun.
thesims3.com

The Original Manufacturer of

Vegan

Marshmallows
Vanilla • Toasted Coconut • Strawberry • Cinnamon Pecan

100% Vegan

MaineEvent

■ The Pine Tree State—aka, Maine—recently
banned the extreme confinement of pregnant
pigs in gestation crates and male calves
in veal crates when the Maine Legislature
unanimously ratified an agricultural reform
bill sponsored by Senator John Nutting.
Maine follows Florida, Arizona, Colorado,
California, and Oregon in passing a law
requiring farms to provide animals raised
for food with at least enough room to stand,
lie down comfortably, fully extend their
limbs, and turn around. In addition, animal
protection lobbyists may introduce a ballot
measure in Ohio to enact a similar ban if the
agriculture industry continues to oppose a
reform bill in the state legislature. Meanwhile
New York and Rhode Island lawmakers are
already considering legislation to outlaw
gestation and veal crates—along with battery
cages for egg-laying hens, just as California
did last year when voters overwhelmingly
approved the Prevention of Farm Animal
Cruelty Act. hsus.org
Mat Thomas is a freelance writer living in New
York. Read more of his writing at animalrighter.org.

100% Divine

Roast over a fire for s’mores
Melt into rice crispy treats
Dunk in hot cocoa
Pop in your mouth!

Plus, you’ll love our Original S’mores, Peanut Butter
S’mores, and brand-new Rocky Road Bark!

Vegan tested. Animal approved.
sweetandsara.com
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